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The AMANO Grand Central is the largest hotel the AMANO Group has built to date and it remains faithful to the company vision: luxurious but affordable
atmosphere that sets a new standard for urban travel. All 250 rooms are furnished in a pleasant and modern purist style with quality design and offer the
short-term visitor or business clients the perfect comforts during their stay. Whether its business travel or a short city visit – the AMANO Grand Central
focuses on perfection in all areas: four lightflooded conference rooms are equipped with state-of-the art technology, a fitness area with a view of the
government district, the premium location and the gastronomic concept leave nothing to be desired. Whether you are looking for a business lunch or
dinner: the ground floor BISTRO serves city visitors or Berlin folk with the finest culinary dishes. After a long day of meetings or a day of exploring the
city, the spacious and opulently planted rooftop terrace with a skybar is the ideal place to relax and unwind. Here too, the creators of the renowned
AMANO Bar put great emphasis on a creative and quality bar culture that enriches the city's night life and would like to invite Berliners and visitors alike
for a sundowner drink in the summer.
250 rooms
Check in from 3:00 pmCheck out til 12:00 pm

view hoteldetails
Themen Hotel
Payment types
Parking
Fittings

Convention, Design, Conference, Business,
Gourmet, Group hotel
JCB, VISA, Cash payment, Mastercard, Amex,
Diners Club, EC cash
Parking vignettes, Car parking, Underground
parking
Garden, Café, Terrace, Bar, Lift, Restaurant

Service

Free WLAN,
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Mitte
public transport:

notes:

city train line/
station:
metro line/
station:
tram line/
station:
bus line:

5, 7, 75
Berlin Hauptbahnhof
55
Berlin Hauptbahnhof
M5
Berlin Hauptbahnhof
M41, M85, 120, 123, 142, 147, 245,
TXL

